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A B S T R A C T

State-of-the-art atmospheric chemistry models are capable of simulating the trans-
port and evolution of aerosols and trace gases but there is a lack of reliable methods
for model validation and data assimilation. Networks of automated ceilometer lidars
(ACLs) could be used to fill this gap. These networks are already used for the detection
of clouds and aerosols, providing a 3D dataset of atmospheric backscatter profiles. But
as the aerosol number concentration cannot be obtained from the ACL data alone; one
needs a backscatter-lidar forward model to simulate lidar profiles from the model vari-
ables. Such an operator allows then for a qualitative and quantitative model validation
based on ACL data. In this work, a newly developed backscatter-lidar forward opera-
tor and the related sensitivity studies are presented and results of the forward operator
applied on model output data are compared to measured ACL profiles in the frame of
a case study. As case study, the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull from
20 March 2010 to 24 May 2010 was chosen and extensively analyzed. The Consortium
for Small-scale Modeling - Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases (COSMO-ART) model
of DWD (Deutscher Wetterdienst) was operated during this event for ash-transport
simulations over Europe. For the forward model, the attenuated backscatter coeffi-
cient is used as lidar-independent variable, which only relies on the laser wavelength.
To calculate the attenuated backscatter coefficient, the size-dependent aerosol number
concentration and the scattering properties of each aerosol type and size have to be
simulated. While the aerosol number concentration is a model output variable, the
scattering properties were determined by extensive scattering calculations. As these
scattering calculations require assumptions about the aerosol refractive indices and
shapes, sensitivity studies were performed to estimate the uncertainties related to the
particle properties as represented by the model system. The strong sensitivity of the
scattering characteristics to the particle radius could be reduced by size-averaging al-
gorithms. An analysis of the particle shape effect for the extinction and backscatter
coefficients resulted in huge differences of the scattering properties between spherical,
ellipsoidal and cylindrical particle shapes. Due to a particle shape mixture in typical
volcanic ash plumes, the application of non-spherical scattering calculation methods
for estimating the effective optical properties requires more information related to
the particle shape distribution (specifically: a particle size and shape distribution). As
such information was not available for the present case study, it was necessary to
assume spherical shaped volcanic ash particles but estimate the uncertainty related
to this assumption within the frame of additional sensitivity studies. Finally, the for-
ward modeled lidar profiles were compared to ACL measurements from stations of
the German ACL network. The comparison required an extraction of common time
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and height intervals of the ACL and forward modeled COMSO-ART data as well as
reshaping the datasets to the same vertical and temporal resolution. Significant dif-
ferences between ACL profiles and the output of the forward operator applied to the
COSMO-ART data were found. Some ash layer structures were at similar coordinates
which is remarkable due to the uncertainties related to the model dynamics and the
limited amount of measurement data that could be used for model validation. In detail,
however, the major fraction of the compared time and height interval differed both in
the relative signal intensity and the layer structures of the volcanic ash plume. Based
on such quantitative comparison, a future data assimilation system could correct the
model prediction of the forward modeled attenuated backscatter coefficient, the time
of arrival, as well as the vertical structure of the volcanic ash plume. In summary, the
continuous and distributed data stream provided by ACL stations was found to de-
liver valuable verification information for dispersion simulations of aerosol events. But
major issues have been determined which limit current realizations of backscatter-lidar
forward operators for aerosol transport simulations: First, it is suggested that the ACL
systems improve their dynamic range and perform automatic calibration to increase
the precision of ACL data and for calculating the measured attenuated backscatter
coefficient with a minimum leftover of uncertainties. This will allow for the calcula-
tion of the attenuated backscatter coefficient in the presence of clouds as well as of
faint aerosol signals. Second, the aerosols’ scattering properties have to be analyzed
even more extensively which includes both the variety of aerosol sizes or types as well
as the size distribution information. From the findings within this study, the particle
size distribution was indentified to be a critical component when using monodisperse
size classes. To reduce the amount of time required for initializing the backscatter li-
dar forward operator in future studies and to provide high-quality look-up tables of
scattering properties, the creation of an open-access scattering database for various
scatterer types, sizes, and shapes would be a sustainable approach. Apart from that,
this study presents a standalone backscatter lidar forward operator and the steps re-
quired for a qualitative and quantitative comparison of ACL measurement and aerosol
dispersion simulation data during an aerosol dispersion event.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Atmosphärenchemie-Modelle der aktuellen Generation können Transportvorgänge und
chemische Veränderungen von Aerosolen und Spurengasen in der Atmosphäre si-
mulieren und prognostizieren. Die Qualität und Validität der Simulation lässt sich
mit den derzeit vorhandenen Messmitteln nur unzureichend beurteilen - geschwei-
ge denn mittels Datenassimilation verbessern, da umfassende und zuverlässig ver-
fügbare Validierungsdaten sowie Validierungsmethoden praktisch nicht vorhanden
sind. Einen Lösungsansatz - insbesondere für die Bereitstellung von Validierungsin-
formationen zu Aerosolbewegungen in der Atmosphäre - stellen Netzwerke aus auto-
matisierten Ceilometer-Lidarsystemen (engl.: automated ceilometer lidars, ACL) dar.
Diese Systeme werden üblicherweise für die Erkennung von Wolken eingesetzt, eig-
nen sich jedoch auch für die Erkennung von Aerosolschichten wie Vulkanasche, Sa-
harastaub und weiteren Aerosolarten. Durch den Zusammenschluss mehrerer verti-
kal messender oder scannender Lidar-Systeme kann ein dreidimensionaler Datensatz
von atmosphärischen Rückstreuprofilen mit hoher vertikaler und sehr hoher zeitlicher
Auflösung erzeugt werden. Diese Daten sind jedoch nicht direkt für die Validierung
von Aerosoltransport-Vorhersagen verwendbar, da die Aerosolkonzentration einzel-
ner Größenklassen oder Größenverteilungen nicht - oder nur unter bestimmten An-
nahmen - aus den Rückstreuprofilen ableitbar ist. Ein alternativer Ansatz besteht in
der Simulation von Lidarprofilen auf Basis der vom Vorhersagemodell berechneten
Atmosphärensituation und dem anschließenden Vergleich der simulierten und gemes-
senen Lidarprofile. Eine Implementierung eines solchen sogenannten Rückstreulidar-
Vorwärtsoperators ist Gegenstand dieser Arbeit; ebenso die Analyse der Unsicherhei-
ten im Rahmen von Sensitivitätsstudien sowie Vergleiche zwischen vorwärtsmodel-
lierten Modell-Prognoseergebnissen und gemessenen Rückstreuprofilen im Fall des
Vulkanausbruchs des Eyjafjallajökull (Island) im Jahr 2010. Hierfür wurden Simulati-
onsergebnisse des Atmosphärenchemie-Modells COSMO-ART (Consortium for Small-
scale Modeling - Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases) verwendet. Die in COSMO-ART
mittels monodisperser Größenklassen beschriebenen Vulkanaschedaten bewirken eine
sehr hohe Sensitivität der simulierten Streueigenschaften, sodass Methoden für eine re-
präsentative Berechnung der Rückstreuquerschnitte von Vulkanasche bei Verwendung
von monodispersen Größenklassen entwickelt werden mussten. Durch Mittelungsver-
fahren konnte die Sensitivität des Rückstreuquerschnitts der dargestellten Größenklas-
sen deutlich reduziert werden. Als gemeinsame physikalische Messgröße der gemes-
senen und simulierten Lidarprofilen wurde der sogenannte abgeschwächte Rückstreu-
koeffizient (engl.: attenuated backscatter coefficient) verwendet, da diese Größe - mit
Ausnahme der eingesetzten Wellenlänge des emittierten Lichts - unabhängig von den
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Eigenschaften des simulierten Lidargeräts ist. Für die Berechnung des abgeschwäch-
ten Rückstreukoeffizienten müssen die Streueigenschaften und Anzahldichten jeder
relevanter, vom Modell abgebildeter Aerosolart berechnet werden. Während die An-
zahl an Vulkanascheteilchen pro Größenklasse eine Ausgabegröße von COSMO-ART
ist, waren für die Bestimmung der Streueigenschaften der im Modell vorhandenen
Aerosolarten und -größenklassen umfangreiche Streuberechnungen nötig. Die Unsi-
cherheiten der simulierten Lidarprofile wurden im Rahmen von Sensitivitätsstudien
bezüglich komplexem Brechungsindex, Partikelform sowie Schwankungen der emit-
tierten Wellenlänge des Lasers quantifiziert. Nach Anwenden des Vorwärtsoperators
auf die Simulationsergebnisse von COSMO-ART und Berechnen des abgeschwäch-
ten Rückstreukoeffizienten aus Messdaten des Deutschen Ceilometernetzwerks wur-
den Modellprognose und Messung qualitativ und quantitativ miteinander verglichen.
Der Vergleich an der Ceilometer-Station Deuselbach ergab signifikante Unterschiede
zwischen Simulation und Messung: Die erkannten Ascheschichten und -strukturen
waren nicht nur in ihrer Form und Position unterschiedlich, sondern auch in den
absoluten Werten des abgeschwächten Rückstreukoeffizienten. Anhand dieser Arbeit
konnten wesentliche Aspekte identifiziert werden, die die Validierung von Simula-
tionsergebnissen mittels ACL Messungen unter Verwendung eines Rückstreu-Lidar
Vorwärtsoperators bisher stark einschränken und für zukünftige Validierungsansät-
ze zu deutlich aussagekräftigeren Ergebnissen führen werden: Die Erweiterung des
dynamischen Messbereichs sowie eine automatisierte und transparente Kalibrierung
der Ceilometer ist unabdingbar, um die Qualität des Referenzdatensatzes selbst zu
verbessern. Eine Verbesserung der Vorwärtsoperator-Qualität wird primär durch wei-
tere Analysen und Optimierungen zur Berechnung der effektiven Streueigenschaften
der Aerosolklassen und -Arten erreicht, aber auch durch das Optimieren der Aerosol-
Repräsentation im Vorhersagemodell. Dies beinhaltet sowohl das Erweitern der abge-
bildeten Aerosolarten (insbesondere Hintergrundaerosol) als auch der Optimierung
der Aerosoldarstellung im Sinne von Modalen Darstellungen oder einer besseren Auf-
lösung bestimmter Größenklassenbereiche. Vorhersagen zur Vulkanascheverteilung
können jedoch mit dem hier vorgestellten Rückstreu-Lidar Vorwärtsoperator basie-
rend auf reinen Rückstreuprofil-Messungen bestehender ACL Systeme bewertet und
verifiziert bzw. falsifiziert werden.
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satellite during the 17 April 2010. Source: http://earthobservatory.
nasa.gov. 17

Figure 3.2 Distribution and transport of volcanic ash over northwest Eu-
rope sketched using georeferenced satellite images (Meteosat-9,
Dust). After georeferencing, the ash layers were retraced as col-
ored polygons, where the color of the polygons (yellow to red)
represent consecutive time steps (Strohbach, 2015). The blue
dashed line indicates the flight track of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) during
17 April 2010 (measurement shown in Fig. 3.5) 18

Figure 3.3 The Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) Ceilometer Network in 2010.
Each dot represents a ceilometer station. Green dots: stations
which were fully operating during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption
in 2010. Yellow dots: Stations deliver data but ash plume is not
fully visible. Orange and red dots: Data not available or no ash
layers visible. Taken from (Strohbach, 2015) 19

Figure 3.4 48h time-height cross section of Automated Ceilometer Lidar
Systems (ACL) measurement at the station Deuselbach in West-
Germany from 16 April 2010, 00:00 UTC, to 17 April 2010, 23:59

UTC. Top: ACL signal calculated using Eq.(3.1); Bottom: The
same data after range-correction. 21
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dar systems. 56

Table 5.3 The same as Table 5.2 but for coordinate 2 at 16 April 2010,
09:00 UTC, in a height of 1.5 km ASL. Even if class 4 carries only
27% of the mass, it contributes by 67% to the total backscatter
coefficient. The inverse situation can be observed for size class
6 which holds 73% of the mass but contributes by 30% to the
backscatter coefficient. 57
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

In Spring 2010, the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull erupted several times. The emit-
ted ash was found to be harmful for aircraft and due to uncertain information about
spatial distribution and concentration of volcanic ash, the European air space was
closed for several days (Sandrini et al., 2014). The high economic costs and impact
on public transport lead to efforts of DWD to improve at monitoring and predicting
ash plumes in the atmosphere. Therefore, DWD decided to start a dedicated project
on backscatter lidar forward operators for validating aerosol dispersion models us-
ing available remote-sensing measurement data and for future assimilation of lidar
backscatter and extinction data.

Atmospheric chemistry models which allow for aerosol dispersion predictions are,
amongst others, COSMO-ART (Consortium for Small-scale Modeling, Aerosols and Re-
active Trace gases, Vogel et al. (2009)), COSMO-MUSCAT (Multiscale Chemistry Aerosol
Transport, Wolke et al. (2004)), ECMWF (European Center for Mesoscale Weather Fore-
cast, Benedetti (2009)), ENVIRO-HIRLAM (Environment - High Resolution Limited Area
Model, Zakey, Solmon, and Giorgi (2006)), MACC-II (Monitoring Atmospheric Com-
position and Climate - Interim Implementation, Cuevas et al. (2015)), MCCM (Multi-
scale Coupled Chemistry Model, Emeis et al. (2011)), MesoNH (Non-Hydrostatic Me-
soscale Atmospheric Model of the French Research Community, Mallet et al. (2009)),
WRF-CHEM (Weather Research and Forecast Model coupled to Chemistry, Chen et al.
(2014)). Using these model systems, scientists have analyzed the aerosol influence on,
for example, precipitation (Rieger et al., 2014), temperature (Bangert et al., 2012), ra-
diative fluxes (Vogel et al., 2009), and convection initiation (Chaboureau et al., 2011).
These models are potentially capable of simulating such ash dispersion scenarios and
could thus benefit from the methodology presented here.

The simulation of aerosols can be separated in components: sources, sinks and evo-
lution as well as transport processes in between. While the transport processes are
similar for any aerosol type with only sedimentation being potentially different, the
sources and sinks have to be described individually. For example, the emission rate of
mineral dust from deserts depends on the wind speed near ground (Vogel et al., 2014).
Processes leading to sinks are washout, chemical reactions, and particle aggregation.
The transport processes mainly depend on the model dynamics (wind speed, wind di-
rection) and sedimentation properties of each individual aerosol type. In consequence,
the validation of aerosol transport model simulations with observations allows not
only for the validation of the sources and sinks but serves also to validate the model
dynamics. If such validation can be done automatically, data assimilation is the next
step to continuously converge simulation and reality. Compared to other atmospheric

1
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variables such as pressure and temperature, there are - to the best of knowledge -
no comprehensive measurement systems in use so far to validate aerosol simulations
operationally.

In-situ instruments allow for the quantitative measurement of the aerosol num-
ber concentration as well as aerosol number-size distributions but the number of
operationally-available measurement stations is very low. For a model validation at-
tempt using in-situ aerosol measurements, for example in Germany, there are only
two Optical Particle Spectrometer (OPS) devices operated by the national meteorolog-
ical service DWD. To make matters worse, these instruments are limited to particle
diameters ranging from 12nm to 900nm and from 0.25µm to 31µm1. Consequently,
the spatial and vertical density of measurements as well as the particle size range is of
limited use for reliable validation of aerosol dispersion simulations.

Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar) is capable of providing information on atmo-
spheric particles with high temporal and spatial resolution. The most basic lidar type
is the backscatter lidar which measures the backscattered signal intensity of a volume
at a certain range. Comparing the data of such a backscatter lidar that is operated
in the Ultraviolet (UV) with simulations of an atmospheric chemistry model, allows,
e.g., for the characterization of transport and optical properties of aerosol particles
near sources (Behrendt et al., 2011; M. Valdebenito B et al., 2011). Using ground-based
DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar, Dagan (2008) and Späth et al. (2016)), water-vapor
can be measured, which can even be combined with backscatter measurements to de-
rive more details of aerosol particle properties (Wulfmeyer and Feingold, 2000). Lidar
techniques based on the vibrational and rotational Raman effect, like Rotational Ra-
man Lidar (RRL) allow for the measurement of trace gas profiles (Whiteman, Melfi,
and Ferrare, 1992; Turner et al., 2002; Wulfmeyer et al., 2010; Haarig et al., 2016), as
well as profiles of atmospheric temperature, particle backscatter cross section, particle
extinction cross section, and particle depolarization properties (Behrendt et al., 2002;
Hammann et al., 2015; Radlach, Behrendt, and Wulfmeyer, 2008). High Spectral Reso-
lution Lidar (HSRL) systems furthermore allow for cloud and particle characterization
(Shipley et al., 1983). Multi-wavelength lidar systems offer the potential to retrieve the
optical, microphysical and chemical properties of aerosols (Mamouri et al., 2012) but
these systems are rare and the inversion algorithms are very complex. Profiles of the
radial wind speed can be obtained by Doppler-Lidar systems, e.g., Banta et al. (2012).

While the number of sophisticated lidar instruments that provide thermodynamic
data is still low (Wulfmeyer et al., 2015), there are already automated aerosol lidar
networks in operation in Europe and Asia (Pappalardo et al., 2014; Sugimoto et al.,
2008). The data of such a network offers 3D particle information with a high temporal,
high vertical, and a moderate horizontal resolution. ACL have been used to detect
cloud and boundary layer heights (Emeis, Schäfer, and Münkel, 2009) but the received

1 https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/observing_atmosphere/composition_atmosphere/aerosol/cont_

nav/particle_size_distribution_node.html

https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/observing_atmosphere/composition_atmosphere/aerosol/cont_nav/particle_size_distribution_node.html
https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/observing_atmosphere/composition_atmosphere/aerosol/cont_nav/particle_size_distribution_node.html
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signal delivers also information about aerosols. It is therefore worthwhile to use the
ACL network measurements for the validation of particle transport model simulations.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain the particle number concentration from an
elastic backscatter signal alone without ancillary information and assumptions which
are partly critical. The alternative way is using the detailed atmospheric description of
the model to simulate lidar profiles for a model-given atmospheric state. Such a lidar
simulator is called lidar forward operator. Using an ideal lidar forward operator, the
signal of a given lidar system can be calculated from the model prediction at any time
interval, grid location, and measurement direction.

There are already several backscatter lidar forward operators available or in devel-
opment. At European Center for Mesoscale Weather Forecast (ECMWF), a lidar forward
operator was developed and tested in an ice cloud scenario (Benedetti, 2009), based
on assumptions concerning the lidar ratio Slidar. Newer implementations of the ECMWF

model allow for simulating the backscatter coefficient measurement of CALIOP at two
wavelengths 532nm and 1064nm for spherical sea salt and mineral dust particles
(Morcrette et al., 2009). The lidar forward model of SIČ (2014) has the capability to
calculate the Atmosphere Optical Depth (AOD) and the aerosol extinction coefficient
from simulations of the Chemical-Transport Model, Modèle de Chimie Atmosphérique
à Grande Echelle (CTM-MOCAGE). But similar to the ECMWF forward operator, assump-
tions on the lidar ratio Slidar are mandatory to calculate the particle backscatter coeffi-
cient.

At MetOffice, UK, the Cloud-Free Aerosol Forward Operator (aerFO, Warren et al.
(2018)) is being investigated which is also based on the assumption of fixed values for
the lidar ratio Slidar. Another lidar forward model is being developed for the EURAD-IM

(European Air Pollution and Dispersion - Inverse Model, Lange and Elbern (2014)), but
no published results have been found in literature. These backscatter lidar forward op-
erators are based on forward modeling the extinction coefficient and calculating the
backscatter coefficient from the extinction coefficient by assuming a fixed lidar ratio.
The backscatter coefficient, however, is not calculated explicitly for given atmospheric
scatterer species. On the one hand, this method benefits from the fact that the extinc-
tion coefficient is less sensitive to the particle dimension and shape than the backscatter
coefficient. On the other hand, the precision of this method is limited to the correctness
of assumed lidar ratio values. The method becomes furthermore unusable once there
is a mixture of scatterers.

To become independent of the assumption of a lidar ratio, a forward operator was
developed which is based on the distinct calculation of extinction and the backscatter
coefficients in the model system. This forward operator can be adapted to particle-
representing atmospheric model and backscatter lidar systems even using multiple
wavelengths. It has the capability to calculate both the attenuated backscatter coef-
ficient and the lidar ratio from model output data with a minimum set of external
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Figure 1.1: Automated lidar devices in Europe displayed by the DWD Ceilometer Viewer
(https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/projects/ceilomap/ceilomap_node.html).
Each needle represents one lidar station which could potentially be used for model
validation of aerosol transport simulations.

https://www.dwd.de/EN/research/projects/ceilomap/ceilomap_node.html
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information. The name of the forward model is Backscatter Lidar Forward Operator
(BaLiFOp)

In Chapter 2, the lidar principles and the theoretical background for the backscat-
ter lidar forward operator is explained. This is followed by an introduction to the
case study in Chapter 3. Sensitivity studies of the aerosols’ scattering properties are
presented in Chapter 4. Results of the forward operator and a comparison to ACL mea-
surement data are shown in Chapter 5. Finally, both the benefits and the requirements
of ACL data assimilation systems are discussed in Chapter 6.



2 T H E O RY O F B A C K S C AT T E R L I D A R

The lidar principle is based on the emission of laser pulses into the atmosphere and
the measurement and analysis of the backscatter signals. The received photon number
per pulse Nrec,λ(z) from range z is described by the following equation for elastic
backscatter lidars which detect the backscatter signal at the emitted wavelength

Nrec,λ(z) = Ntr,λ
τc

2
ηλ O(z)

Atel

z2
βλ(z) exp

−2

z∫
0

αλ(z
′) dz ′

 . (2.1)

Instrument-dependent variables of the lidar equation are the wavelength λ, the laser
emitted photon number per pulse Ntr,λ, the temporal length of a laser pulse τ, the
efficiency of the receiving system and detectors ηλ, the overlap function O(z), and
the net area of the receiving telescope Atel. The received signal intensity can be given
either as power or in photon counts. Here, we use photon counts per laser pulse unless
otherwise noted.

The range resolution is usually matched to the temporal resolution of the data acqui-
sition system by τc

2 = ∆z with c as speed of light. Typical ∆z values for ACL systems
are a few meters. The overlap function O(z) is zero (no overlap) near ground and be-
comes 1 (full overlap) above a certain height which is typically 200m to 1500m above
ground for ACL systems (Wiegner et al., 2014; Flentje et al., 2010b). The missing overlap
limits the capability to measure and calibrate in near range but has no effect where
full overlap has accomplished. Heights where 0 < O(z) < 1 can be overlap-corrected
if the device-specific overlap function is known. A sketch of the lidar measurement
geometry is Fig. 2.1.

Processes in the atmosphere are described by the backscatter coefficient βλ(z) and
the extinction coefficient αλ(z). The backscatter coefficient βλ(z) is the scattering stre-
ngth into the direction of the receiving telescope and depends on wavelength, type,
shape and size of scatterers, and their respective number-concentrations; βλ(z) is given
in units of m−1 sr−1. The extinction coefficient αλ(z) is a description for laser radia-
tion absorption and scattering capabilities of objects in a volume; it is given in units of
m−1.

Elastic backscatter lidar systems do not allow for a separate measurement of βλ(z)
and αλ(z) as two unknowns cannot be determined with one measured variable. For

6
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Figure 2.1: Lidar measurement geometry, adapted from (Weitkamp, 2005).
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calibrated backscatter lidar systems, it is thus convenient to calculate the attenuated
backscatter coefficient γλ(z) from the measured profiles

γλ(z) = βλ(z) exp

−2

z∫
0

αλ(z
′) dz ′

 . (2.2)

It is given in units of m−1 sr−1. The attenuated backscatter coefficient is indepen-
dent of all instrument-specific parameters except the wavelength. Therefore, it is the
best suitable physical quantity for a comparison between backscatter lidar measure-
ment and aerosol model using a forward operator as long as no ACL measurements of
extinction and backscatter cross section profiles are available for this purpose.

2.1 principle of the backscatter lidar forward operator

According to Eq. (2.2), the basic functionality of the forward operator is the calculation
of extinction coefficient αλ(z) and backscatter coefficient βλ(z) based on a given atmo-
spheric state and, finally, to determine the attenuated backscatter coefficient γλ(z).

2.2 scattering of laser radiation by arbitrary objects

The total extinction coefficient αλ(z) and the total backscatter coefficient βλ(z) of an
illuminated volume with qs different types of scatterers are calculated by

αλ(z) =

qs∑
i=1

αi,λ(z) =

qs∑
i=1

∫∞
0

ni(R, z) σext,i,λ(R) dR, (2.3)

βλ(z) =

qs∑
i=1

βi,λ(z) =

qs∑
i=1

∫∞
0

ni(R, z)
(
dσsca,i,λ(R)

dΩ

)
π

dR, (2.4)

where ni(R, z) is the number-size distribution of scatterer type i at range z given in
units of m−3, σext,i,λ is the extinction cross-section of scatterer type i given in units of
m2 with radius R, and

(
dσsca,i,λ
dΩ

)
π

is the differential backscatter cross section given in

units of m2 sr−1.
For isotropic scattering, the differential backscatter cross section is derived from the

scattering cross-section σsca,i,λ(R) via

(
dσsca,i,λ(R)

dΩ

)
π

=
σsca,i,λ(R)

4π sr
. (2.5)
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For non-isotropic scattering, a phase function φi,λ(θ,R) is used to describe the rela-
tive scattering intensity into angle θ which is π for monostatic systems:

(
dσsca,i,λ(R)

dΩ

)
π

=
σsca,i,λ(R)

4π sr
φi,λ(π,R). (2.6)

Molecule scattering and particle scattering are differentiated here, as the respective
calculations depend on suitable physical theories and algorithms.

2.3 scattering by molecules

For a model which is capable to distinguish atmospheric gases such as nitrogen, oxy-
gen, argon, and water vapor, the molecule scattering calculation could be performed
for each individual gas type and molecule size using the Rayleigh theory (Young,
1981). For ACL systems, provided that a wavelength is used, which is well outside of
molecular absorption lines, the individual gas contribution to the signal does not need
to be distinguished.

Consequently, the molecule extinction coefficient αmol,λ(z) and the molecule back-
scatter coefficient βmol,λ(z) can be calculated with

αmol,λ(z) = Nmol,λ(z) σsca,mol,λ, (2.7)

βmol,λ(z) = Nmol,λ(z)

(
dσsca,mol,λ

dΩ

)
π

, (2.8)

where the molecule number density Nmol(z) is related to the ideal gas law

Nmol(z) =
p(z)

k T(z)
, (2.9)

with p as atmospheric pressure given in Pascal (Pa), T as temperature given in
Kelvin (K), and k as Boltzmann constant which has a value of 1.381× 10−23 J K−1.

To calculate the scattering cross-section σmol,λ and the scattering phase function
φi,λ(π) of air, the formulas given by Buchholtz (1995) were used. He suggests

σmol,λ =
20 π3(n2a,λ − 1)

2

λ4 N2a,λ (n2s + 2)
2

6+ 3pn,λ

6− 7pn,λ
, (2.10)

where the wavelength λ is given in units of µm, na,λ is the refractive index of air
and pn,λ is the depolarization factor. For air, the molecule number density of Na,λ
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is 2.547 43× 1019 cm−3. For the depolarization factor pn,λ the given look-up table is
ranging from 4.545 (λ = 200nm) to 2.730 (λ = 1000nm). Due to this limitation of
the look-up table, the depolarization factor for the ACLs wavelength in the case study
(1064nm) was simply extrapolated.

The index of refraction for λ > 230nm can be calculated with

(na,λ − 1) · 108 =
5791817

238.0185−
(—m
λ

)2 +
167909

57.362−
(—m
λ

)2 , (2.11)

where the wavelength λ is given again in units of micrometers.
Furthermore, the Rayleigh phase function φa,λ(π)(θ) is

φa,λ(ψ) =
3

4(1+ 2ψa,λ)

(
(1+ 3ψa,λ) + (1−ψa,λ) cos2 θ

)
, (2.12)

with θ as scattering angle and ψa,λ defined as

ψa,λ =
pa,λ

2− pa,λ
. (2.13)

Using these empirical equations and look-up tables, the scattering properties of air
molecules σmol,λ and

(
dσmol,i,λ

dΩ

)
π

can be determined by only knowing the ACL laser
wavelength λ.

2.4 scattering by particles

The scattering characteristics of larger particles are described by Mie’s solution of the
Maxwell equations (Mie, 1908; Wiscombe, 1980). The T-matrix method (Mishchenko,
Travis, and Lacis, 2002) or the Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA, Draine and Flatau
(1994)) allow for calculating the scattering properties of non-spherical objects with
sizes not much smaller or larger than the wavelength. T-matrix is a tool for comput-
ing scattering by single and compounded particles (Mishchenko, Travis, and Lacis,
2002). It is faster than Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) but limited to rotationally-
symmetric objects such as ellipsoids, cylinders, or Chebyshev polynomials. DDA, how-
ever, has the flexibility to represent arbitrarily shaped objects at the cost of high com-
putational efforts.

As a rough estimate, the computational time increases by about one order of mag-
nitude when using T-matrix instead of Mie scattering calculation routines and by an-
other two orders of magnitude when using DDA instead of T-matrix. Another increase
in computational time is resulting from larger scatterers, i. e., an increase of the particle
size results in an exponential increase of computing time. In this study, Mie scattering
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algorithms are therefore used to perform fast calculations. The effect of scattering by
non-spherical particles is analyzed in a second step by T-matrix scattering calculations
for several non-spherical particle shapes in the frame of sensitivity studies. This ap-
proach is required because the COSMO-ART volcanic ash dispersion simulation does
not output any information about the particle shape distribution.

Mie scattering-related computations were performed using the Interactive Data Lan-
guage (IDL) procedure called "mie_single", provided by the Department of Atmo-
spheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics (AOPP), University of Oxford. Input parame-
ters of the procedure are the real part m and imaginary part m ′ of the refractive index
as well as the so-called size parameter Xλ(R):

Xλ(R) =
2πR

λ
, (2.14)

where R is the radius of a single particle. The relevant output parameters are the ex-
tinction efficiency Qext,p,λ(R), the scattering efficiency Qsca,p,λ(R), and the backscatter
efficiency Qbsc,p,λ(R). These optical efficiencies are defined as ratio between the optical
cross section and the physical cross section:

Qext,p,λ(R) =
σext,p,λ(R)

πR2
, (2.15)

Qsca,p,λ(R) =
σsca,p,λ(R)

πR2
, (2.16)

Qbsc,p,λ(R) =

(
dσsca,p,λ(R)

dΩ

)
π

πR2
. (2.17)

In the following, the symbol σbsc,p,λ is used for the differential backscatter coefficient.
σbsc,p,λ looks similar to the extinction and scattering cross section but is given in units
ofm2 sr−1 while σext,p,λ(R) and σsca,p,λ(R) are in units ofm2. Consequently, the optical
cross sections are calculated from:

σext,p,λ(R) = Qext,p,λ(R)πR
2, (2.18)

σsca,p,λ(R) = Qsca,p,λ(R)πR
2, (2.19)

σbsc,p,λ(R) = Qbsc,p,λ(R)πR
2. (2.20)
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The scattering cross section is a representative for the overall scattering intensity of
light by a single scatterer. The extinction cross section is a description for the signal
weakening due to scattering and absorption by the scatterer and the backscatter cross
section describes the scattering intensity of light into backwards direction. While air
molecules were assumed to be non-absorbing, the signal weakening by aerosols de-
pends on both their scattering as well as their absorption properties. Regarding the
optical efficiencies Qext, Qsca, and Qbsc, these are the normalized optical cross sections
by their physical cross section which is an expression for the relative change of the
scattering properties depending on the relative change of the scatterer size. While for
example the extinction cross section increases exponentially due to its dependency on
R2, the extinction efficiency is independent of this size relationship.

It should be mentioned that the definition of the backscatter efficiency changed be-
tween two releases of procedure mie_single: The current (2012) release of mie_single
returns the so-called radar backscatter efficiency which is 4π times the backscatter ef-
ficiency as required within the forward operator. Furthermore, the procedure expects
the imaginary part of the refractive index given as negative number. If positive imag-
inary part values are used, the procedure runs without showing an error but returns
wrong values.

2.5 representation of discrete aerosol number-size distributions

A major problem of discrete size distributions is the high sensitivity of the optical cross
sections to the particle size: A slightly different particle radius may lead to quite a large
change of the scattering properties. Due to the fact that naturally occurring particle
size distributions are not discrete, averaging the optical cross sections over certain
size-intervals seems straightforward. This approach indeed reduces the problematic
and unrealistic sensitivity significantly (see Chapter 4). If the model represents only
one type of particle, i. e. with a constant refractive index but with variable radius Rd,
the effective extinction cross section and the effective backscatter cross sections can be
defined as

σext,Rd,m,m ′,λ =
1

Rdb − Rda

∫Rdb
Rda

Qext(Xλ(Rd),m,m ′) πR2d dRd, (2.21)

σbsc,Rd,m,m ′,λ =
1

Rdb − Rda

∫Rdb
Rda

Qbsc(Xλ(Rd),m,m ′) πR2d dRd, (2.22)

where Rda and Rdb are size margins for each particle size class d. These integrals
are then exchanged by sums in the numerical computation routines.

The calculation of the effective values is performed for every discrete size class d
and - if represented by the model - also for every particle type k. Consequently, the
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total particle extinction coefficient αpar,λ(z) and the total particle backscatter coefficient
βpar,λ(z) are calculated from:

αpar,λ(z) =
∑
k

∑
d

Nd,k(z)σext,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ, (2.23)

βpar,λ(z) =
∑
k

∑
d

Nd,k(z)σbsc,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ. (2.24)

Here, Nd,k is the particle number per volume given by the model, σext,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ
and σbsc,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ are the effective optical cross sections of particle size class d and
particle type class k with the respective real part mk and imaginary part m ′k of the
refractive index.

This simple solution allows for the calculation of αpar,λ(z) and βpar,λ(z) by just solv-
ing few multiplications and summations resulting in a minimal demand of computing
time.

2.6 calculation of total extinction and total backscatter coeffi-
cient

The forward modeled total extinction coefficient and total backscatter coefficient are
the sum of the molecule and the particle extinction and backscatter coefficients:

αλ(z) = αmol,λ(z) +αpar,λ(z), (2.25)

βλ(z) = βmol,λ(z) +βpar,λ(z), (2.26)

equivalent to Eq. (2.3) and (2.4).

2.7 calculation of the two-way transmission integral

The two-way transmission Tλ is calculated by

Tλ(z) = exp

−2

z∫
0

αλ(z
′) dz ′

 . (2.27)

Thus, Tλ at height z depends on the extinction of transmitted signals on the travel
from instrument z = 0 to height z, both on the forward and returning path. Within
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the forward operator, the two-way transmission is discretized into the models’ vertical
layers by height increment and vertical resolution:

Tλ(z) = exp

−2

nz(z)∑
z=1

αλ(z) ∆h(z)

, (2.28)

where the number of height levels between ground and actual height is expressed
by nz(z), the vertical profile of the extinction coefficient is αλ(z) and the vertical profile
of the layer thickness is ∆h(z). In the case of forward modeling a vertically-pointing
measurement, the vertical column of model grid margins at a specific location is re-
quired. By applying the laws of geometry, the forward operator is potentially able to
simulate scanning measurements.

2.8 definition of the lidar ratio and the pure lidar ratio

Even though the lidar ratio is not measured directly by current ACL systems, the ca-
pability of simulating the lidar ratio for given scatterer types and scatterer mixtures
offers a great potential for sensitivity studies but also for comparison to research lidar
systems such as Raman lidar. The forward modeled total lidar ratio Slidar(z) can be
calculated from

Slidar,λ(z) =
αpar,λ(z)

βpar,λ(z)
, (2.29)

where αpar,λ(z) and βpar,λ(z) are the total particle extinction and backscatter coef-
ficients given by Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (2.24), respectively. It depends not only on the
assumed particle type and shape, but also on the particle size class configuration of
the model, i.e. size class number, size class range and particle size coverage. The for-
ward modeled lidar ratio thus becomes more representative with a wider particle size
spectrum as well as more particle size, type and shape classes output by the dispersion
model.

To analyze the lidar ratio sensitivity independent of a models’ particle size class
and type class configuration, the pure lidar ratio Slidar,pure was introduced here. In a
molecule-free volume with monodisperse particles, the particle number per volume
NR,p is a factor with R as particle radius, giving

Slidar,pure,R,p,λ =
σext,R,p,λ

σbsc,R,p,λ
. (2.30)

The pure lidar ratio Slidar,pure,R,p,λ allows for performing sensitivity studies to ana-
lyze influences of the particle shape on the expected lidar ratio values (which will be
shown later in Chapter 4).
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Conclusively, this implementation of a backscatter lidar forward operator allows
for an efficient calculation of ACL profiles based on the output of atmospheric chem-
istry models. The biggest challenge for setting up the forward operator in a given
scenario are scattering calculations, namely the calculation of the effective extinction
cross section σext,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ) and the effective differential backscatter cross section
σbsc,Rd,mk,m ′k,λ) of all represented aerosol classes and types. Due to its importance, a
complete section is dedicated to sensitivity studies of the optical cross sections regard-
ing the particle size, refractive index and shape (Chapter 4). This section will follow
the introduction to the case study for which the forward operator was applied and
compared to ACL measurements.



3 C A S E S T U D Y: V O L C A N I C A S H E V E N T D U R I N G T H E

E Y J A F J A L L A J Ö K U L L ( I C E L A N D ) E R U P T I O N I N 2 0 1 0

3.1 introduction to the case study

In spring 2010, an eruption of the volcano Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland (see Fig. 3.1) lead
to a closure of the European air space for several days (Sandrini et al., 2014). This
event was extensively analyzed by scientists from many fields of research, resulting in
a substantial knowledge base (see Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics Journal (ACP)
special issue Atmospheric implications of the volcanic eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland
2010). Ash layers were observed from a large set of measurement instruments, allowing
for tracking the volcanic ash plume over Europe (Gasteiger et al., 2011a; Zakšek et
al., 2013; Mona et al., 2012; Dacre, Grant, and Johnson, 2013; Waquet et al., 2014).
Using images from the geostationary Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI), the spatial extent of the ash plumes and their movements could be tracked
and compared to the measurement of ground-based instruments (Strohbach (2015),
see Fig. 3.1). From the synergy of the two measurement systems, layers with strong
backscattering could be related to clouds or volcanic ash layers, respectively.

Such a volcanic eruption case has a well-known aerosol source location which ren-
ders the Eyjafjallajökull eruption an important case study for aerosol dispersion simu-
lation models and respective validation methods (Matthias et al., 2012).

3.2 description of the dwd ceilometer network

ACL networks are a valuable data source for analyzing the vertical structure of aerosols.
A qualitative analysis of the Eyjafjallajökull ash plume over Germany using observa-
tions from 36 ACL systems CHM15k manufactured by Jenoptik now Lufft was made
by Flentje et al. (2010b). These ACL systems operate at a wavelength of 1064nm. Other
device-specific properties are listed in Table 3.1. A qualitative analysis of the ash plume
over Germany with this data set was made by (Flentje et al., 2010b).

From an analysis of the ACL measurements between 14 April 2010 and 16 April 2010,
only 6 stations have been identified where the volcanic ash plume is visible without
being tainted by other clouds or hidden by near-ground fog layers (Strohbach, 2015).
In contrast to precipitation radars, full-range vision is not guaranteed for lidar sys-
tems and important features may not be observable depending on the atmospheric
condition. This indicates the demand for lidar networks in terms of lidar data assim-
ilation. Accessing data of only few high-performance lidar systems such as Raman

16
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Figure 3.1: Eyjafjalla ash plume satellite image recorded by the MODIS instrument mounted at
NASA’s Aqua satellite during the 17 April 2010. Source: http://earthobservatory.
nasa.gov.

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov
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Figure 3.2: Distribution and transport of volcanic ash over northwest Europe sketched using
georeferenced satellite images (Meteosat-9, Dust). After georeferencing, the ash lay-
ers were retraced as colored polygons, where the color of the polygons (yellow to
red) represent consecutive time steps (Strohbach, 2015). The blue dashed line indi-
cates the flight track of CALIPSO during 17 April 2010 (measurement shown in Fig.
3.5)

Table 3.1: Assumed lidar constants of the CHM15k ceilometers taken or derived from the man-
ufacturer’s data sheet http://www.lufft.com/

Name Symbol Value

Energy per pulse Ep0 8µJ

Pulse repetition frequency frep 5 kHz

Vertical resolution ∆h 15m

Area of the receiving telescope Atel 78.54 cm2

http://www.lufft.com/
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Figure 3.3: The DWD Ceilometer Network in 2010. Each dot represents a ceilometer station.
Green dots: stations which were fully operating during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption
in 2010. Yellow dots: Stations deliver data but ash plume is not fully visible. Orange
and red dots: Data not available or no ash layers visible. Taken from (Strohbach,
2015)
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lidar or HSRL may lead to numerous situations where features in the atmosphere are
not observable at all due to low-level fog or other clouds.

The Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) files with ACL raw data contain the
24 hour measurement of one ACL station. The received photon number per shot is
calculated from

Nrec(z, t) = beta_raw(z, t) · stddev(t) + base(t), (3.1)

where beta_raw are the offset corrected measurement profiles, normalized by the
noise standard deviation stddev, and base is the daylight correction factor (negative
value of received photon number from the last few range bins). A plot of the received
photon number and the range-corrected received photon number is Fig. 3.4. ACL data
in its original resolution show thin ash layers and their internal structure but noise is
also strongly present and gets even amplified by applying the range correction.

The equation for calculating the attenuated backscatter coefficient from ACL mea-
sured photon counts per shot reads:

γ∗λ(z) =
Nrec,λ(z, t) z2

Ntr,λ ηλ Atel O(z) ∆z
. (3.2)

The pulse energy of the diode-pumped laser is 8µJ (Flentje et al., 2010a), resulting
in an emitted photon number per pulse of about 4.28× 1013. The diameter of the
receiving telescope is 100mm (Flentje et al., 2010a) which results in Atel = 78.54 cm2.
The vertical resolution ∆z is 15m for the complete profile. The overlap function O(z)
was set to 1 which implies that ranges below about 1500m cannot be used reliably for
comparisons with the forward operator.

Unfortunately, the instruments provided no calibrated measurement data at that
time, so a linear calibration factor η∗ is used as replacement for the system effi-
ciency ηλ. From a comparison with calibrated attenuated backscatter measurements
of CALIOP at λ = 1064nm (Fig. 3.5), a calibration factor of η∗ = 0.003 could be deter-
mined: Therefore, the CALIOP value of the 1064nm calibrated attenuated backscatter
coefficient was used at 50.15° lat / 4.81° lon in a height of 2 km. As a validation step,
the resulting attenuated backscatter coefficient values were compared to Raman li-
dar measurements of the volcanic ash plume at Munich and Leipzig (Ansmann et al.,
2010). The maximum Raman lidar measured backscatter coefficient at λ = 1064nm

was 8× 10−6m−1 sr−1 for both Munich and Leipzig and the maximum calculated
attenuated backscatter coefficient of the ACL measurement at Deuselbach after cali-
bration is in the same order of magnitude. As most present ACL networks have been
extended by automatic calibration capabilities, such pragmatic calibration approaches
will not be required in future forward operator studies. It should be noted that not
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Figure 3.4: 48h time-height cross section of ACL measurement at the station Deuselbach in
West-Germany from 16 April 2010, 00:00 UTC, to 17 April 2010, 23:59 UTC. Top:
ACL signal calculated using Eq.(3.1); Bottom: The same data after range-correction.
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Figure 3.5: Attenuated backscatter coefficient measurement taken by the CALIOP instrument
which was used to calibrate ACL measurement during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption
phase. The volcanic ash plume is visible around 50.15° lat and 4.81° lon. As the
instrument measures from space, the attenuated backscatter coefficient inside the
ash plume is not affected by attenuation due to aerosols in the planetary boundary
layer. Source: http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/

only the absolute calibration is important. Even if the calibration is not perfect, a com-
parison of lidar and model data permits a thorough comparison of vertical structures
such as the thickness and heights of aerosol layers.

The high-resolution ACL data furthermore had to be gridded to the model’s tem-
poral and vertical resolution for quantitative comparisons between forward modeled
atmospheric simulations and ACL data. This gridding improves the signal-to-noise ra-
tio which is proportional to the averaging sample number Nsamples:

SNR ∝
Nsamples√
Nsamples

=
√
Nsamples. (3.3)

If the ACL data has a vertical resolution of 15m and a temporal resolution of 15 s,
averaging over a 15min time and 200m height interval increases the Signal-To-Noise-
Ratio (SNR) by:

√
200m

15m

1800 s

15 s
= 40. (3.4)

Due to the variable layer thickness of COSMO-ART, this SNR improvement ranges
from a factor of 10.9 at the bottom levels and to a factor of 126 at the highest levels -
assuming a temporal resolution of 15min.

http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/
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3.3 set-up of cosmo-art for the eyjafjallajökull ash transport sim-
ulation

COSMO-ART was set up by DWD in collaboration with Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT) for an ash-dispersion simulation of the volcanic emissions during the eruptive
phase of Eyjafjallajökull in Spring 2010 (Vogel et al., 2014). The model domain was
configured to a horizontal grid size of 7 km and 40 height layers. The height layer
thickness was variable, ranging from several meters near ground to a layer thickness
of about 3 km in 22 km height above ground. A more general description of the model
run is given by Vogel et al. (2014).

For this study, the 78-hour forecast was used, beginning at 15 April 2010, 00:00 UTC,
which includes volcanic ash emission data since 14 April 2010, 06:00 UTC. Volcanic ash
was represented by six discrete size classes with aerodynamic diameters of 1µm, 3µm,
5µm, 10µm, 15µm and 30µm. For each class, a number concentration was predicted
by the model. Particles within a class were treated as being identical, i. e., having the
same size, shape, and complex index of refraction (monodisperse distribution), so the
calculation of effective optical cross sections follows Section 2.5. The lower and upper
size margins Rda and Rdb were defined as arithmetic averages of two subsequent size
classes. The lower margin of the smallest size class was half its nominal diameter;
the upper margin of the largest size class was 1.5 times its nominal diameter. The
resulting class ranges are shown in Fig. 3.6. A list of model variables used for the
forward operator is given by Table 3.2.

A list of model variables used for the forward operator is Table 3.2. While the aerosol
number density is taken directly from model output, the molecule number density of
standard air was calculated from temperature and pressure according to equation (2.9).

The model output data was available as American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) text fragments which had to be collected, sorted and stored as
NetCDF binary data. As the complete prediction time interval is available in such post-
processing studies, the forward operator applied on the full time series of vertical
profiles which results in a time-height cross section similar to the ACL measurements.
As a consequence, the time-height cross sections of both ACL and COSMO-ART with
an applied forward operator contain no spatial information of an objects except the
vertical extend.

3.4 physical properties of eyjafjallajökull ash particles

A detailed analysis of the emitted ash was performed by Schumann et al. (2011) who
compared measurements from Falcon 20 aircraft of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) with data of research lidar systems in Germany. Eyjafjallajökull ash samples
were taken in-situ, analyzed using a scanning electron microscope, and assigned to
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Figure 3.6: Sketch of the particle size distribution represented by COSMO-ART for the Eyjafjalla-
jökull dispersion simulation (red dots). The red lines with bars indicate the averag-
ing margins that were defined for the calculation of effective optical cross sections.
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Table 3.2: Model output variables of COSMO-ART used by the forward operator for the selected
case study.

Variable Symbol Description Unit

ASH1 N1 Ash number density of class 1 (1µm) m−3

ASH2 N2 Ash number density of class 2 (3µm) m−3

ASH3 N3 Ash number density of class 3 (5µm) m−3

ASH4 N4 Ash number density of class 4 (10µm) m−3

ASH5 N5 Ash number density of class 5 (15µm) m−3

ASH6 N6 Ash number density of class 6 (30µm) m−3

Pmain p Atmospheric pressure hPa

T T Atmospheric temperature ◦C

matter groups. From the matter components, the complex index of refraction was
calculated.

According to Schumann et al. (2011), the real part of the refractive index was be-
tween 1.53 and 1.60 at a wavelength of λ = 630nm and between 1.50 and 1.56 at a
wavelength of λ = 2000nm. The respective imaginary part was ranging from −0.001 i
to −0.004 i at a wavelength of λ = 630nm and from −2.0× 10−6 i to −40.0× 10−6 i at
a wavelength of λ = 2000nm.

Electron microscope images from the same study revealed that the volcanic ash
particles were sharp-edged with a complex and asymmetric shape, see Fig. 3.7. The
average asymmetry factor was 1.8 for small particles (<0.5µm) and 2.0 of larger parti-
cles (Schumann et al., 2011). Electron microscope measurements of Rocha-Lima et al.
(2014) showed that the asymmetry factor of the volcanic ash fine fraction was between
1.2 and 1.8.

The particle growth due to hygroscopic water coating was quantified to about 2 to
5 % at a relative humidity of 90 % (Lathem et al., 2011). A growth of 5 % does not
change the scattering properties significantly in relation to the size averaging which is
performed for monodisperse size classes in the forward operator. But even perfectly
known volcanic ash particles will change their constitution while traveling through the
atmosphere. It is therefore essential to analyze the maximum uncertainty for applying
the forward operator on volcanic ash particles with variable properties, namely the
particle size, refractive index, and shape.
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Figure 3.7: Microscope image of an Eyjafjallajökull ash particle taken by (Schumann et al.,
2011). Ash particles are sharp edged and irregularly shaped which render a classi-
fication of particle shapes impractical.
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The representation of the particles by the model is clearly simplified, so the effect of
these simplifications on the scattering of laser light must be determined when apply-
ing the forward operator. For a lidar forward model, sensitivities of the backscatter
cross section are critical because the received signal intensity is linearly coupled to the
backscatter cross section and, consequently, to the attenuated backscatter coefficient.

Prior studies already showed the complexity of non-spherical scattering calculations
but there is no universal solution for the problem available. Gasteiger et al. (2011b) use
DDA to calculate the scattering properties of complex shaped particles but the analysis
was limited to size-parameters up to 20.8 due to the increasing computational time per
iteration for increasing particle sizes. The equivalent radius of this size parameter at a
wavelength of 1064nm would be 3.5µm. The computation of a high-resolution multi-
dimensional Look-Up Table (LUT) for up to 10 times larger particles would require
an unfeasible long time. The study of Kemppinen et al. (2015) focused on individual
ellipsoids but assuming an ellipsoidal distribution to represent fractional and sharp
edged particles may lead to less realistic scattering calculation results than assuming
spherical scatterers. Consequently, there is no scattering description for Eyjafjallajökull
ash predictions of COSMO-ART available. It is important to treat the volcanic ash as
spherical objects with given optical properties (see 3.4) but analyze and discuss the
effect of variable volcanic ash properties in the following.

It must be noted that these studies are required for most aerosol types as most
naturally-occurring aerosols are not perfectly spherical and even slightly non spherical
ellipsoids may have very different scattering characteristics compared to ideal spheres.

4.1 prerequisites for the sensitivity studies

Look-Up Tables of Mie efficiencies and optical cross sections have been created to re-
duce the effort on time-consuming scattering calculations. The look up tables have
three dimensions: size parameter Xλ(Rp), real part of the refractive index m and imag-
inary part of the refractive index m ′.

The reasonable range of size parameters depends on the wavelength of the lidar
transmitters and the radius of occurring particles Rp. For the ACL systems operating
at λ = 1064nm, the relevant size-parameter ranges from 1.2 (Rp = 0.2µm) to 142.9
(R = 24.2µm); see Eq. (2.14).

27
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As explained in section 3.4, the refractive index measurements by Schumann et al.
(2011) were not performed for the exact wavelength of the ACL systems. Therefore, the
reference refractive index and the interval of uncertainty had to be estimated. Schu-
mann et al. (2011) take a refractive index of 1.59 - 0.004i for their medium "M" case
study and therefore this value is also used as reference for the sensitivity study. The
uncertainty intervals of real and imaginary parts were chosen according to the range
of measured values at 630nm and 2000nm, namely a real part range of 1.54 to 1.64

and an imaginary part range of -0.006 to -0.002. To get an estimate of the overall re-
fractive index sensitivity for such particles, the range of analyzed refractive indices
was extended to real parts between 1.49 and 1.69 using increments of 0.001 and to
imaginary parts between -0.011 and -0.001 using increments of 0.00005. Using a radius
increment of 0.024µm, the total element number of one LUT is 4.0× 107 and these
look-up tables were the base for the refractive index sensitivity study.

4.2 sensitivity to the laser wavelength

The CHM15-k devices are equipped with a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser (Flentje et al.,
2010b) and are temperature stabilized. For such devices, variations of the laser wave-
length are expected to be within ±1nm. Instruments without such features may emit
laser light with wavelength variations exceeding ±10nm. This affects the calculated
size parameter Xλ significantly (see Eq. (2.14)) and therefore all subsequent scattering
calculations. The sensitivity of the extinction efficiency and the backscatter efficiency
for wavelength variations of ±20nm are shown in Fig. 4.1. It becomes evident that
even for such unrealistically high variations of the laser wavelength, the effect on the
extinction and backscatter efficiency spectrum is negligible - especially in relation to
the coarse monodisperse size classes used by the COSMO-ART within the case study.

4.3 sensitivity to the complex index of refraction

The extinction cross section σext, backscatter cross section σbsc, effective extinction cross
section σext, and effective backscatter cross section σbsc plotted over real and imaginary
parts of the complex index of refraction are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7,
4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. While the extinction cross section σext is more sensitive
to the real part than to the imaginary part of the refractive index, the backscatter
cross section σbsc is strongly sensitive to both. These sensitivities are reduced for the
effective extinction cross section σext and the effective backscatter cross section σbsc.
Using effective cross sections includes the averaging over a wider range of particle
sizes which sometimes yields in generally higher values. For example the effective
extinction cross section of particle class 6 (15µm in radius) is always higher than the
extinction cross section without averaging. This is due to the wide range of particle
radii which are covered by this size class (a factor of 1.5 times the referenced particle
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Figure 4.1: Extinction efficiency spectrum (top) and backscatter efficiency spectrum (bottom)
for variable wavelengths and a fixed complex index of refraction, namely 1.59-0.004i.
The wavelength variations namely are: 1064nm (black line), 1044nm (blue line),
and 1084nm (red line).
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size). The particle size effect is especially pronounced for the extinction as within
the analyzed range of size parameters, the extinction cross section is exponentially
proportional to the particle radius. On the one hand, this effect may be reduced by
selecting symmetric particle size boundaries for the averaging interval, i. e. ±5µm
for the 15µm size class. On the other hand, this attempt could become problematic
for certain size class definitions. Assuming a size class definition of 2µm, 3µm and
9µm, the averaging intervals cannot be symmetrically selected such that there are
neither gaps between the size class definitions nor some classes are covered completely
by the next larger one(s). It is therefore preferable to use the initial definition of the
size class margins which guarantee a continuous coverage of particle sizes for the
given range of particle size classes. In contrast to the extinction cross section, the
backscatter cross section after averaging becomes less sensitive to the refractive index
without being generally increased due to a wide averaging window. In the given range
of size parameters, a proportionality to R2 cannot be observed from these plots. A
major issue for the backscatter cross section is its sensitivity at the far end of the
given interval of real and imaginary parts of the refractive index. While the effective
extinction cross section is non-sensitive to the refractive index, a high sensitivity can
be observed for the effective backscatter cross section. For each size class in this study,
the effective backscatter cross section reaches its maximum value at the highest real
part and highest imaginary part which is considered for the Eyjafjallajökull ash. A
further reduction of the effective backscatter cross section uncertainty can thus only
be achieved by a smaller uncertainty interval of the complex index of refraction.

A measure for the refractive index sensitivity of the effective optical cross sections
is given by Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 which shows the relative errors

σext,err,p(m,m ′) =
σext,p(m,m ′) − σext,p(m∗,m ′∗)

σext,p(m∗,m ′∗)
· 100%, (4.1)

and

σbsc,err,p(m,m ′) =
σbsc,p(m,m ′) − σbsc,p(m∗,m ′∗)

σbsc,p(m∗,m ′∗)
· 100%. (4.2)

It is defined as the error of the optical cross sections if the reference refractive index
(m∗ and m ′∗) was assumed to be true but the real particles have a refractive index of
m and m ′. It can be concluded from this analysis that the maximum relative error for
the given range of refractive indices is less than 10 % for the extinction cross section
but ranges up to 230% for the backscatter cross section at the outer extremes of the
uncertainty range.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 where the relative error is plotted for
variable real parts and for variable imaginary parts compared to the reference values.
As a conclusion from this analysis, the maximum relative error for the given range of
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Figure 4.2: Sensitivity of σext to the real and imaginary part of the refractive index for a single
particle radius Rp (top) and after calculating the effective extinction cross section
σext (bottom) for particle size class 1. The green shaded area is the considered range
of real part m and imaginary part m ′ for the uncertainty estimation as explained
in section 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: The same as 4.2 but for size class 2
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Figure 4.4: The same as 4.2 but for size class 3
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Figure 4.5: The same as 4.2 but for size class 4
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Figure 4.6: The same as 4.2 but for size class 5
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Figure 4.7: The same as 4.2 but for size class 6
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Figure 4.8: The same as Fig. 4.2 but for the backscatter cross section σbsc (top) and the effective
backscatter cross section σbsc (bottom).
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Figure 4.9: The same as 4.8 but for size class 2
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Figure 4.10: The same as 4.8 but for size class 3
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Figure 4.11: The same as 4.8 but for size class 4
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Figure 4.12: The same as 4.8 but for size class 5
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Figure 4.13: The same as 4.8 but for size class 6
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refractive indices is less than 10 % for the extinction cross section but ranges up to
230% for the backscatter cross section.
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Figure 4.14: Relative errors of the effective extinction cross section if the assumed reference re-
fractive index (1.59 - 0.004i) varies to the true refractive index. Uncertain real parts
of the refractive index (top) may lead to errors of 7% for the effective extinction
cross section. Uncertain imaginary parts of the refractive index (right column) may
lead to a maximum error of 0.5% for the effective extinction cross section.
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Figure 4.15: The sames as Fig. 4.14 but for the backscatter cross section. Uncertain real parts of
the refractive index (top) may lead to errors of 225% for the effective backscatter
cross section. Uncertain imaginary parts of the refractive index (bottom) may lead
to a maximum error of 230% for the effective backscatter cross section. The max-
imum error was observed at the outer range of considered refractive indices. So
reducing the considered range of refractive indices reduces the maximum error of
the effective extinction and backscatter cross section.
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Table 4.1: Settings of the T-matrix procedure for the particle shape sensitivity study. The pa-
rameters were kept constant during the study except the particle shape parameters
(EPS and NP)

Variable Value Description

RAT 1 Radius is given as equal-sphere-volume radius

NPNAX 1 Setting for monodisperse distributions

AXMAX 1 Setting for monodisperse distributions

B 1D-1 Setting for monodisperse distribution

NKMAX -1 Setting for monodisperse distributions

NDISTR 4 Setting for monodisperse distributions

EPS 0.5 ... 2.0 Aspect ratio of the scatterer

NP -1 or -2 Selects the particle type (spheres NP=-1 or cylinders NP=-2)

LAM 1064.e-9 Wavelength of incoming light

MRR 1.59 Real part of the refractive index

MRI -0.004 Imaginary part of the refractive index

NPNA 19 Number of random angles

4.4 sensitivity to the particle shape (based on t-matrix algorithms)

T-matrix calculations performed in this study are based on the FORTRAN code for
randomly oriented particles, written and provided by Mishchenko and Travis (1998).
A detailed description of the method can be found in Mishchenko, Travis, and Lacis
(2002).

The double-precision version of the T-matrix procedure was modified to perform
scattering calculations of multiple particle sizes automatically. In addition to that, the
procedure was extended by calculating and returning the backscatter cross section
σbsc according to Mishchenko, Travis, and Lacis (2002), Eq. (9.10). These modifications
were tested by comparing the scattering calculation results of the modified code and
mie_single for spherical particles and the results were identical.

A list of T-matrix options which were used for the particle shape sensitivity study is
Table 4.1. The most important particle properties are defined by the variables NP and
EPS. NP is the particle type descriptor and has a value of -1 for spheres as well as for
ellipsoids. A NP value of -2 is used for cylinders. The variable EPS is an expression
for the objects’ diameter to length ratio: An ellipsoid with EPS=1 is a sphere, prolate
objects have EPS<1 and oblate objects have EPS>1, see Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Particle shapes and particle shape definitions available at the T-matrix code pro-
vided by Mishchenko, Travis, and Lacis (2002). The shape types are rotationally-
symmetric with variable shape properties, such as variable aspect ratio or Cheby-
shev polynomials. For the sensitivity studies presented in this study, the spherical,
ellipsoidal and cylindric particle types were analyzed due to their alikeness to the
particle shape of volcanic ash. An equivalent particle shape for irregularly and not
rotationally-symmetric shaped volcanic ash particles, however, cannot be provided
by the T-matrix method.

In Figs 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19, the optical cross sections and the pure lidar ratio of
spheres and several aspherical particles are plotted against the equal-volume radius.
The aspherical scatterers are 6 ellipsoids with a diameter-to-length-ratio of 0.50, 0.67,
0.75, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00 as well as 5 types of cylindric particles with a diameter-to-
length-ratio of 0.50, 0.80, 1.00, 1.25 and 2.00. Unfortunately, the scattering properties
of a highly asymmetric ellipsoid (EPS: 0.50) is only available up to an equal-volume
radius of 3.75µm. For future research activities in this topic, the quadruple precision
version of the t-matrix code could be used to extend the upper size range of highly
asymmetric particles.

No significant differences between the extinction cross section of spheres and these
ellipsoids were observable. By trend, however, cylindric shaped particles have a higher
extinction cross section compared to ellipsoids. Spheres have the lowest extinction
cross section values over the whole spectrum. Up to a volume equivalent radius of
0.7µm, the shape effect is not noticeable.
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Regarding the backscatter cross section, there are significant differences between the
backscatter cross section of spheres and other shaped particles. Obviously, spheres are
affected by interference effects which lead to both fluctuating and oscillating values
of the backscatter cross section while the backscatter cross section spectrum of other
shapes is only weakly fluctuating. As observed for the extinction cross section, the
shape effect becomes pronounced beginning at an equal-volume radius greater than
0.7µm. Spherical scatterers have a higher value of the backscatter cross section com-
pared to ellipsoids except for one type of ellipsoid (EPS = 1.25). For cylinders, the
backscatter cross section of the analyzed aspect ratios increases monotonically with
size. As a result, the backscatter cross section of spheres is lower than of cylindric par-
ticles with the same size if their equal-volume radius is greater than 3.75µm (for the
given wavelength of λ = 1064nm).

The particle shape effect on the pure lidar ratio is weakly pronounced for small
particle sizes (less than 0.75µm). For larger particles, the pure lidar ratio of spheres
is generally lower than of the other considered shapes which is in agreement to the
higher values of the backscatter cross section observed before. For the fourth size class
(equal-volume radii around 5µm), the previously observed interference effects of the
spheres’ backscatter cross section leads to extreme values of the pure lidar ratio (ex-
ceeding a value of 200 sr). For the size classes 2, 3 and 5, however, the pure lidar ratio
of spheres is lower than of all other considered particle shapes except for cylinders.
This indicates that the assumption of spherical scatterers results in an underestima-
tion of the total lidar ratio if the considered particles are not spherical and size classes
2, 3, and 5 contribute predominately to the total volcanic ash number density.

A summary of the particle shape sensitivity study is shown in Figs 4.20 and 4.21,
giving the relative differences of the effective optical cross sections for different particle
shapes. The definition of the relative differences follows Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2).

The effective extinction cross section of spheres is smaller than the effective extinc-
tion cross section of other analyzed asymmetric particles. Regarding the effective back-
scatter cross section, however, the maximum relative differences are 300% and −80%.
While small aspherical particles have a lower value of the effective backscatter cross
section compared to spheres, the effective values of the fourth size class are higher
compared to almost all considered aspherical particles. From this analysis, it can be
concluded that due to the assumption of sphericity, the backscatter cross section of size
classes 1, 2 and 3 are overestimated by about factor 1.5 to 5 while the backscatter cross
section of the fourth size class is underestimated by factor 2. This allows for quantify-
ing the over- and underestimation of the results for each size class individually which
is not possible for forward operators based on assuming a fixed lidar ratio.
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Figure 4.17: Extinction cross section spectrum for the reference particle (sphere: dark grey line),
six types of ellipsoids (EPS:1: solid lines), and 5 types of cylinders (EPS:-2: dashed
lines) against the particles’ equal-volume radius Rp at λ = 1064nm. Vertical dotted
lines indicate the size-margins of each class. The particle shape effect is negligible
for particles with a radius much smaller than the wavelength. Particles which have
a radius equal to the wavelength show differences of the extinction cross section
depending on their shape. With larger particle sizes, the particle shape effect is
negligible for the considered shapes and aspect ratios.
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Figure 4.18: The same as Fig. 4.17 but for the backscatter cross section. A high particle shape
sensitivity of the backscatter cross section can be observed which becomes pro-
nounced for particles with radius greater than 0.5λ. While the backscatter cross
section of ellipsoids increases only weakly with particle size, the backscatter cross
section of cylinders increases nearby exponentially with size. The backscatter cross
section spectrum of spheres has larger-scale fluctuations which are due to inter-
ference effects. For particle size classes 4 and 5, the backscatter cross section of
spheres is between the values of ellipsoids and cylinders which indicates that a
spherical shape is a valid representative for large volcanic ash size classes
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Figure 4.19: The same as Fig. 4.17 but for the pure lidar ratio. Similar to the observations for
the backscatter cross section (see Fig. 4.18), the particle shape sensitivity of the
pure lidar ratio is negligible for particles smaller than 0.5λ. For larger particles,
the spherical shape tends to have the lowest pure lidar ratio value of all particle
shapes (namely for a particle radius between 0.5µm and 3.5µm. Peaks of the pure
lidar ratio are observed for spheres with a radius between 4µm and 6µm which
are due to interference effects. Large ellipsoids tend to have the highest pure lidar
ratio values in comparison with other particle shapes; large cylinders have an
almost constant value of the pure lidar ratio of about 15 sr.
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Figure 4.20: Relative errors of the effective extinction cross section if spherical particles are as-
sumed but the real particles are of elliptical (NP: -1) or cylindrical shape (NP: -2).
Negative values indicate that spherical particles have a larger effective extinction
cross section than equal-sized non-spherical particles and vice versa. The maxi-
mum relative differences are 11% and −35%.
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Figure 4.21: The same as Fig. 4.20 but for the effective backscatter cross section. The maximum
relative difference between the effective backscatter cross section of spherical and
non-spherical particles are observed for size class 2 with a relative difference of
up to −80% (resulting in a difference factor of 5). But also for other size classes,
the relative difference is about factor 2 when assuming spherical shape for the
considered non-spherical particle shapes.



5 R E S U LT S

5.1 scattering properties of volcanic ash used within the forward

operator

A list of effective extinction cross section and effective backscatter cross section values
for atmospheric gas molecules and for the six volcanic ash size classes is shown in
Table 5.1.

5.2 output variables of the forward operator

Using the forward operator allows for plotting each variable of the lidar simulation
for analytic purposes (see Fig. 5.1). These plots of forward operator output variables
are representing the major characteristics of the variables: strong extinction and strong
backscattering are usually related. Time and height intervals where only molecules
exist lead to low values of the extinction coefficient and backscatter coefficient. Due
to a decrease of the atmospheric gas number density with height, both extinction and
backscatter coefficient decrease with height in an aerosol-free atmosphere. The two-
way transmission decreases with height (see Eq. (2.27)).

In comparison with Raman lidar measurements, both the maximum measured ex-
tinction coefficient (4.0× 10−4m−1) and backscatter coefficient (8.0× 10−6m−1 sr−1)
inside the volcanic ash plume (Ansmann et al., 2010) are nearby equal to the respec-
tive maximum values output by the forward operator at the station Deuselbach: The
Raman lidar measured values are slightly lower than the values output by the forward
operator which could be due to assumptions related to the forward operator or due to
an over-estimation of the COSMO-ART predicted aerosol number density.

From output of the forward operator, the relative contribution to the total signal and
to the total mass density can be analyzed for each size class of COSMO-ART and also
the total lidar ratio can be calculated. This was done exemplary for two time-height
coordinates: The first coordinate points to model output from a coordinate inside the
volcanic ash layer (Table 5.2). Coordinate 2 points to a coordinate where the major
fraction of the particle mass is contributed by size classes 4 and 6 (see Table 5.3).

Regarding coordinate 1, the total backscatter coefficient is dominated by ash size
classes 1, 2 and 3 while the signal contribution of classes 4 to 6 is less than 5% in
total. The mass contribution is dominated by classes 3 and 4 while classes 2, 5 and 6
are contributing by 10% each to the total mass density. The total lidar ratio is 9.63 sr.
Regarding coordinate 2, the total backscatter coefficient depends by about 68% from

54
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Table 5.1: Effective optical cross sections of atmospheric gas molecules and six volcanic ash
size classes calculated for the ACL wavelength (λ = 1064nm). While the effective
extinction cross section increases nearby exponentially with the particle class size,
the effective backscatter cross section does not even scale linearly. In consequence,
the ACL measured attenuated backscatter coefficient is less sensitive to size class 6

than to size class 3 etc.

Scatterer Class σext (m2) σbsc (m2 sr−1)

Atmospheric Gas 3.125× 10−32 3.680× 10−33

Ash 1 (1µm) 4.324× 10−12 0.328× 10−12

Ash 2 (3µm) 17.821× 10−12 3.843× 10−12

Ash 3 (5µm) 61.672× 10−12 6.200× 10−12

Ash 4 (10µm) 177.045× 10−12 5.365× 10−12

Ash 5 (15µm) 526.967× 10−12 20.442× 10−12

Ash 6 (30µm) 1937.387× 10−12 23.781× 10−12

class 4 and by 30% from class 6. The mass contribution at coordinate 2 is also domi-
nated by the classes 4 and 6. But in contrast to the backscatter coefficient, class 6 has a
higher contribution to the total mass density than class 4. The total lidar ratio at this
coordinate with predominately large particles is 46.53 sr.

General conclusions from this analysis require further investigation. For an appli-
cation of the forward operator in this study, however, there are two aspects to be
mentioned: First, the backscattering intensity inside the volcanic ash layer (coordinate
1) is predominantly dependent on classes 1, 2 and 3 whose backscatter cross sections
are also overestimated by the forward operator due to the assumption of sphericity
(see Fig. 4.21). The real values of the total lidar ratio may be by factor 2-3 higher in
certain cases (see Sect. 4.4). Second, the larger particles of classes 4, 5 and 6 carry a
large portion of the mass but contribute only weakly to the total backscattered signal.
This may be relevant for the selection and composition of future ACL networks. Prior
studies confirm that even the systems operating at a relatively long wavelength of
1064nm have a reduced sensitivity for giant and ultra giant particles (Madonna et al.,
2013).

5.3 qualitative comparison of measured and forward modeled pro-
files

A qualitative comparison allows for the identification of common and different struc-
tures between the measured and simulated lidar profiles. Different ash layer structures
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Table 5.2: Point-data extraction of COSMO-ART output at ACL station Deuselbach; coordinate 1 is
at 16 April 2010, 18:00 UTC, in a height of 1.9 km ASL. Using the number density Nd
of volcanic ash class d, the individual backscatter coefficient βpar,d,λ, the contribution
to the total backscatter coefficient

∑
βpar,d,λ, the individual mass density ρd, and

the contribution to the total mass density
∑
ρd were calculated. Ash particles were

calculated using a volumetric mass density of 2500 kgm−3. A non-linear relationship
between the relative contribution to the total backscatter coefficient and the relative
contribution to the transported mass of an ash size class can be observed: While the
first three classes contribute by 95% to the total backscatter coefficient, they carry
only 78% of the volcanic ash mass. This dependency to the laser wavelength can be
used as advantage for multi-wavelength lidar systems.

d Nd βpar,d,λ
βpar,d,λ∑
βpar,d,λ

ρd
ρd∑
ρd

- m−3 m−1 sr−1 - kgm−3 -

1 43 653 522 1.4× 10−5 22.3% 0.57× 10−7 3.3%

2 7 044 794 2.7× 10−5 41.9% 2.49× 10−7 14.2%

3 3 194 338 2.0× 10−6 30.7% 5.23× 10−7 29.8%

4 462 402 2.5× 10−6 3.8% 6.05× 10−7 34.5%

5 37 161 7.6× 10−7 1.2% 1.64× 10−7 9.3%

6 4474 1.1× 10−7 0.2% 1.58× 10−7 9.0%

can hint, e.g., to errors in the model dynamics, in the source description, or in the sed-
imentation parametrization. If ash structures are found only in the measured profiles,
either the model prediction is wrong or it misses an important aerosol type which is
not present in the model. If structures are visible in the forward modeled profiles but
missing in the measured profiles, either the ACL signal is too weak because of high
extinction in lower heights or the model performed a wrong ash prediction. But it is
also possible that the model overestimates the ash concentration so the structures are
below the detection limit of the ACL measurements.

For a qualitative comparison between measurement and simulation, the ACL station
Deuselbach in West Germany and a time interval from 16 to 17 April 2010 was chosen.
Here, the ash layer was clearly visible in the measured profiles without being affected
by low-level or high-level clouds. After calculating the attenuated backscatter coeffi-
cient from the ACL measurement according to Eq. (3.2) and extracting the common
time and height intervals, the ACL data was finally re-sampled to the model resolution
to get comparable datasets.

A comparison of ACL measurement and COSMO-ART simulation with an applied
forward operator at the ACL station Deuselbach in West Germany is shown in Fig.
5.2. Ash layers are clearly visible in the measured profiles without being affected by
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Table 5.3: The same as Table 5.2 but for coordinate 2 at 16 April 2010, 09:00 UTC, in a height
of 1.5 km ASL. Even if class 4 carries only 27% of the mass, it contributes by 67% to
the total backscatter coefficient. The inverse situation can be observed for size class 6

which holds 73% of the mass but contributes by 30% to the backscatter coefficient.

d Nd βpar,d,λ
βpar,d,λ∑
βpar,d,λ

ρd
ρd∑
ρd

- m−3 m−1 sr−1 - kgm−3 -

1 93.0 30.7× 10−12 0.2% 0.01× 10−9 0.1%

2 97.0 372.5× 10−12 2.8% 0.01× 10−9 0.1%

3 1.0 6.2× 10−12 0.1% 0.01× 10−9 0.1%

4 1700.0 9129.0× 10−12 67.3% 2.23× 10−9 27.1%

5 0.5 10.2× 10−12 0.1% 0.01× 10−9 0.1%

6 169.0 4018.8× 10−12 29.6% 5.97× 10−9 72.8%

low-level or high-level clouds. Due to the inevitable instrumental noise, the automatic
calibration of ACL system and subsequent background subtraction, some data points
are negative which is just a statistical effect but causes missing data in the log-scale
plots. Volcanic ash plumes are clearly visible on both plots. Looking at the forward
operator result, the ash layer crosses the ACL station between 06:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC
at 16 April 2010. The layer height decreases with time and partially entrains into the
planetary boundary layer where it persists even at the end of 17 April 2010. As both
model and forward operator only represent volcanic ash and air molecules, the ash
layers can be tracked within the planetary boundary layer. This is not possible using
ACL measurements alone as the volcanic ash signal is tainted by other aerosol types. It
is, however, difficult to determine unambiguously which ash layer structure observed
by the ACL instrument can be related to the appropriate structures simulated by the
model. Regarding the thin volcanic ash layer which is measured by the ACL instrument
in a height between 7 and 9 km ASL at 16 April 2010, 06:00 UTC, this feature could be
equivalent to the model prediction of ash layers in a height of 6 km ASL at 7:00 UTC.
In this case, the model would have performed a rather precise prediction with only
one hour time lag and a two km vertical shift. But it is also possible that the predicted
ash entrainment over the ACL station is equivalent to the ash-indicating ACL signals at
around 12:00 UTC. In the latter case, the model prediction would be wrong by a time
lag of about 6 hours which is insufficient for time-critical applications.

The qualitative comparison is currently limited to coordinates where the major frac-
tion of scatterers is represented by both model and forward operator. There are, how-
ever, some scatterer fractions still missing on the present model runs for a comprehen-
sive comparison: Other aerosol types than volcanic ash like anthropogenic emissions,
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mineral dust, soot, pollen, etc., are not included which leads to differences especially
in the planetary boundary layer. It is hard to predict yet whether the strong ACL signal
in the planetary boundary layer is related to background aerosol extinction or errors
of the COSMO-ART prediction. To further investigate this problem, future studies with
additional types of aerosols incorporated into the model are required.

5.4 comparison of measured and forward modeled profiles

A comparison of ACL measured and BaLiFOp forward modeled vertical attenuated back-
scatter coefficient profiles allows for detailed comparison of the vertical structure and
the absolute values of the attenuated backscatter coefficient. Two example profile com-
parisons are shown in Fig. 5.3, namely profiles at 16 April 2010, 18:00 UTC and 17

April 2010, 04:40 UTC. The first profile is from the same time coordinate as sample
coordinate 1 in section 5.2. Before plotting, the ACL profiles were gridded again to the
model’s vertical and temporal resolution, i.e. variable vertical resolution and a time
resolution of 15 minutes.

Regarding the first profile at 16 April 2010, 18:00 UTC, the vertical profiles of ACL

and forward modeled attenuated backscatter coefficient are only weakly correlated.
While the BaLiFOp output profile exceeds attenuated backscatter coefficient values of
1.0× 10−5m−1 sr−1, the ACL attenuated backscatter coefficient at the same height is
limited to 1.0× 10−6m−1 sr−1. Also, the ACL profile has only two peaks at 1.8 and
4.0 km while the BaLiFOp profile exceeds these values constantly in heights from near
ground to 4.0 km. This discrepancy could be due to errors of the model prediction
or due to clipping effects of the ACLs photon receiving system. In principle, however,
the profile comparison at this time step only offers slight validation or falsification
potential of the model prediction for an observer or data assimilation system.

In contrary, the profile comparison at 17 April 2010, 04:30 UTC results in near-
overlapping vertical profiles of the ACL and BaLiFOp attenuated backscatter coefficient.
Both profiles show peaks at the same height (2.1 km) and show similar absolute val-
ues of the attenuated backscatter coefficient, namely 5.0× 10−6m−1 sr−1 (ACL), and
1.0× 10−5m−1 sr−1 (BaLiFOp), respectively. The model-predicted ash number density
at this specific location can be regarded as validated within the range of uncertainties
of the forward operator (see section 4) and the ACL system (see section 3).

The full time series of profile-based comparison is shown in Appendix a. Based on
the time series, the volcanic ash clouds are observable from the ACL profiles beginning
at 16 April, 13:00 UTC in 6 km ASL with increasing visibility from 20:00 UTC until
the volcanic ash layers become visible at the profiles from 17 April 2010, 01:00 to 07:00

UTC. Major differences between the measured and forward modeled profiles are due
to missing background aerosol types in the model prediction, missing aerosol types
in forward operator and other natural and physical effects which are not represented
yet by model and forward operator but can have a huge impact on the ACL profiles.
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The profile-based comparison, however, offers a relatively precise validation of both
the forward operator and the ACL measurement data calibration (see Section 3): The
vertical profiles of ACL and the molecule-only vertical profile output by BaLiFOp in near
clean-air situations differ by less than 20%.

5.5 quantitative time-height comparison

A major purpose of the backscatter lidar forward operator is the capability to perform
also quantitative comparison of measurement and model output data. Unfortunately,
such comparison is of limited validity in this case study due to the unknown ACL

calibration as noted in Section 3.2.
Outside the volcanic ash layer, the forward operator returns attenuated backscatter

coefficient values of 1× 10−7m−1 sr−1 which is equal to the values of the ACL instru-
ment after calibration. This would be expected as both temperature and pressure are
rather precisely determinable and the scattering properties of air are represented by
the empirical equations which are used for the forward operator. Thus, the selected
calibration factor seems to be valid for this scenario.

Regarding the attenuated backscatter coefficient inside the ash layer, however, the
forward operator returns stronger signals as well as a lower transmission behind the
ash plume compared to the ACL measurement. The maximum value of the attenuated
backscatter coefficient returned by the forward operator (about 6.0× 10−4m−1 sr−1) is
20 times higher than the maximum value reported by the ACL (about 3.0× 10−5m−1 sr−1).
Also, the forward modeled attenuated backscatter coefficient shows strong attenuation
due to the volcanic ash layer in about 12 km ASL: the attenuated backscatter coefficient
is by about factor 10-15 lower than in same heights above clean-air situations. Both find-
ings indicate an over-estimation of the model-predicted volcanic ash number-density.
In the case of determining the hazardousness of volcanic ash particles using ash dis-
persion models, however, an over-estimation of the ash concentration and preferring
false alarms over misses are reasonable strategies.

As a demonstration of a simple data assimilation increment, the effect on the atten-
uated backscatter coefficient was analyzed if the model-predicted ash number densi-
ties are being reduced by factors of 10, 20 and 30. Reducing the ash number density
by factor 20 (Fig. 5.4), similar maximum values of the attenuated backscatter coeffi-
cient are observed inside the ash layer for both the forward operator and the ACL

(5.0× 10−5m−1 sr−1). This reduction of the number density also results in less extinc-
tion, and the two-way transmission has a minimum value of 70% (plot not shown here)
which is more realistic than the minimum value observed for the original dataset (8%,
see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Time-height cross section of total backscatter coefficient, extinction coefficient, and
two-way transmission, calculated by the forward model based on COSMO-ART out-
put at the station Deuselbach (West Germany). The vertical coordinates are given
in km ASL. The forward model used temperature, pressure, and volcanic ash parti-
cle data (no clouds, rain, fog, background aerosol or other scattering objects). The
backscatter coefficient is by about one order of magnitude lower than the extinction
coefficient. The two-way transmission is nearby 1 over clean-air situations. Above
ash layers, however, the two-way transmission has a value of only 5%.
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Figure 5.2: Attenuated backscatter coefficient of ceilometer (top) and forward model (bottom)
at the station Deuselbach in Germany from 16 April 2010, 00:00 UTC to 17 April
2010, 24:00 UTC. The ACL measurements in heights above 8 km ASL are strongly
affected by noise which limits the comparability of both datasets. A comparison
of samples near ground is limited by missing overlap correction of ACL data and
the lack of background aerosol prediction data. The ash layers in heights between
2 km and 8 km ASL allow for identifying similar and non-similar structures of mea-
surement and forward modeled COSMO-ART predictions of the Eyjafjallajökull ash.
The maximum value of the (non-calibrated) ACL measured attenuated backscatter
coefficient is by about 1 orders of magnitude lower than the attenuated backscatter
coefficient from COSMO-ART prediction with BaLiFOp applied.
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Figure 5.3: Profile based comparison of ACL measured attenuated backscatter coefficient
(red line), BaLiFOp total attenuated backscatter coefficient (blue line), and BaLiFOp

molecule-only attenuated backscatter coefficient (dashed line) at ACL station Deusel-
bach, 16 April 2010, 18:00 UTC (top), and 17 April 2010, 04:30 UTC (bottom), respec-
tively.
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Figure 5.4: The same as Fig. 5.2 with a decreased volcanic ash number density. For this purpose,
the ash number density predicted by COSMO-ART was reduced by factor 20 before
applying the forward operator.



6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D S U M M A RY

A backscatter lidar model capable of calculating both the extinction and backscatter
coefficients was introduced. Detailed studies concerning the scattering properties of
particles and molecules were performed. Instead of assuming a lidar ratio for given
particles, this forward operator allows for calculating the scattering properties even for
mixtures of different particle types. Data of a COSMO-ART ash-dispersion simulation for
the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 was used to run the forward operator and perform
both qualitative and quantitative comparison between output of the forward operator
and measurement data of an ACL system. A major challenge for setting up the forward
operator for a given scenario are scattering calculations, namely the calculation of the
effective extinction cross section σext,Rd,k,λ and the effective differential backscatter
cross section σbsc,Rd,k,λ of all model-represented particle size and type classes.

The atmospheric gas mixture was treated as a uniform mixture of atmospheric gas
and empirical scattering formulas were used to calculate its optical cross sections for
the ACL laser wavelength. From the model-predicted values of temperature and pres-
sure, the molecule number-density and finally the molecule extinction and backscatter
coefficients were calculated.

For particle scattering, the range of particle sizes was selected according to the vol-
canic ash classes used by COSMO-ART (six monodisperse classes with diameters of 1µm,
3µm, 5µm, 10µm, 15µm and 30µm). The range of considered refractive indices were
adapted according to in-situ measurements of Schumann et al. (2011).

Due to uncertain refractive indices and shapes of the volcanic ash, sensitivity studies
have been performed to analyze the impact of different particle types and shapes on
the effective extinction and backscatter cross section, and the pure lidar ratio. While
the extinction cross section was only weakly sensitive to variable refractive indices and
particle shapes, the backscatter cross section was strongly sensitive to both. However,
the sensitivities reduce significantly, when applying size-averaging algorithms. After
averaging, the relative uncertainty of the effective backscatter cross section is up to
280% within the defined range of refractive indices. This study also indicates the de-
pendency of the forward operator on precise information about the particle’s refractive
index.

From the findings of Rocha-Lima et al. (2014), the average aspect ratio of volcanic
ash is known but there is no information about a distribution function of particle
shapes and real volcanic ash particles have an infinite variety of particle shapes. In
consequence, the spherical shape was used as reference even if the real volcanic ash
particles are known to be fractal and complex shaped. Within a particle shape sensitiv-
ity study, the impact of the particle shape on extinction and backscatter cross sections
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was analyzed for 11 particle shapes (6 types of ellipsoids and 5 types of cylinders).
The backscatter cross section spectrum of cylinders was different than the spectrum
of ellipsoids and spheres. Sensitivity studies are the basis for stepwise improving the
knowledge in scattering calculations related to lidar forward models. More detailed
studies of scattering at non-spherical particles are thus mandatory to improve the par-
ticle shape representation for the calculation of the effective backscatter cross section.

In literature, measured lidar ratio values for volcanic ash are ranging from 40 sr to
values greater than 100 sr (Kokkalis et al., 2013; Mortier et al., 2013). This range of val-
ues could be observed within sensitivity studies of the pure lidar ratio (Sect. 4.4). From
the studies shown in Sect. 4, the assumption of spherical particles results in a general
under-estimation of the lidar ratio except for size classes 1 and 4. Comparing the pure
lidar ratio values of the first two size classes with the values reported by Gasteiger et
al. (2011b), values of less than 20 sr seem to be plausible for these size parameters. The
authors found even for irregularly shaped objects a pure lidar ratio between 5 sr and
20 sr at size parameters between 5 and 15 (equivalent particle diameter at λ = 1064nm

is 1.6µm and 4.8µm, respectively). The pure lidar ratio values output by the forward
operator are thus realistic.

The total lidar ratio calculated at two sample coordinates of COSMO-ART output re-
sulted in values of 9.63 sr and 46.53 sr, respectively, which is - for the first coordinate
- lower than the lidar ratio values of the Eyjafjallajökull ash plume measured by Ra-
man lidar at Munich and Leipzig. From an analysis of the pure lidar ratio, an under-
estimation of the calculated lidar ratio for some size classes could be observed due
to the assumption of spherical volcanic ash particles. However, the particle size class
configuration of the model could also have a huge effect on the calculated lidar ratio
values due to the ash size coverage and ash size class width configuration. Therefore,
the forward modeled total lidar ratio in this scenario is not expected to match the
lidar ratio derived from measurements exactly. Further investigation in this topic is re-
quired to optimize the particle size class configuration of models using monodisperse
size classes and the representation of non spherical particles in the forward operator
towards a better representation of the total lidar ratio.

A time-height cross section comparison of ACL measurement and forward modeled
COSMO-ART output was shown. Similar structures were observed but some features
were referenced to different times and heights. From the analysis at the ACL station
Deuselbach, some ash layer features were predicted quite precisely by the model, for
example the time of arrival of the ash plume at about 06:00 UTC, but the layer pre-
diction was vertically shifted by about 1.5 km. The ash plume intersection with the
planetary boundary layer at 17 April 2010, 03:00 UTC was simulated about 6 hours
too early at 16 April 2010, 18:00 UTC. Fine structures of the ash layer were only ob-
servable in the simulation but not in the ACL data due to noise. Furthermore, the
contribution of individual classes to the total backscatter coefficient and to the total
mass density for two sample cases were analyzed.
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The missing calibration coefficients of the ACL system required to define a calibration
constant η∗ and estimate its value comparing the ACL data with calibrated measure-
ments at the same wavelength. Within quantitative comparisons between ACL mea-
surements and the forward operator output, the molecule signal of ACL and forward
operator output were in the same order of magnitude which argues that the selected
calibration factor was reasonable.

A comparison of the measured and forward modeled volcanic ash attenuated back-
scatter coefficient inside the volcanic ash plume led to the conclusion that the model
predicted ash concentration was too high which could be potentially resolved by re-
ducing the model-predicted ash concentration manually by a given factor until the
forward modeled COSMO-ART predictions and ACL measurements are quantitatively
similar. Such a reduction could be part of a simple particle data assimilation system
helping to calibrate particle dispersion simulations before in-situ measurements are
available - assuming that the particles optical properties are known. It is therefore re-
quired to develop methods in the future which allow for a fast determination of an
aerosol type’s refractive index range, shape- and aspect ratio description.

As aerosol dispersion processes are directly coupled to vertical and horizontal move-
ments in the atmosphere, a comparison of forward modeled and measured backscat-
ter lidar profiles offers great potential for validating and improving the dynamic and
thermodynamic components of an atmospheric chemistry model. For a model with
variational data assimilation methods, the data assimilation system would select the
prediction variation which fits best to the atmospheric state provided by lidar mea-
surements, resulting in a continuous adaptation of the model prediction to the real
world situation.

The absolute values reported by the Raman lidar systems at a wavelength of 1064nm,
however, agreed within the measurement uncertainties and expected natural differ-
ences in the sampled air mass with the results of the forward operator, see Sect. 5.5.
This is quite remarkable given the large uncertainties of the ash data in the model
(assumed emission rate of the volcano, atmospheric dynamics, dynamic of the mod-
eled ash plume in the atmosphere including sedimentation), and that there is no data
assimilation regarding aerosol data at all yet. Further studies could focus on compari-
son between forward modeled lidar profiles and measurements from Raman or multi-
wavelength lidar. In this context also the upcoming European Space Agency (ESA)
satellite sensor Earth Clouds, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) with its
high-spectral resolution lidar is certainly of high interest.

There are, however, some error sources remaining which are: First, there are only
molecules and the six volcanic ash classes represented while background aerosol is
missing completely. Second, the ACL calibration is of limited precision. Third, the
contribution to the attenuated backscatter coefficient of ash size classes 4, 5 and 6

is relatively low even though these classes carry a large proportion of the mass. This
relationship could rely on the ACL’s wavelength which probably limits its sensitivity
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to particles larger than 10µm in diameter. Such results strengthen the importance of
a joint use of observations and model output in combination with data assimilation
in order to get a reliable description of the atmospheric state with respect to aerosol
distributions and properties.



7 O U T L O O K

Further investigation in scattering calculations of non-spherical particles is recom-
mended to get more realistic optical cross sections for the forward operator. A decrease
of uncertainties related to the forward operator can be achieved by refractive index
measurements at the exact ACL wavelength. Refractive index measurements are a ba-
sic aspect of the forward operator as the optical cross sections can only be calculated
if the aerosols’ refractive index is known precisely. The model - and consequently the
forward operator - must represent more aerosol types, especially background aerosols,
mineral dust, sea salt and soot as missing extinction near ground may cause the for-
ward operator to overestimate the attenuated backscatter coefficient value from layers
behind. But also qualitatively, more scatterer size classes are required to reliably rep-
resent the fine fraction and very large particles in the atmosphere. One approach for a
better representation of the natural size-spectrum of aerosols is the use of continuous
number-size distributions which are aggregated from multiple distribution functions
("modal" approach). On the one hand, this already includes the size-averaging which is
necessary for monodisperse size distributions. But on the other hand, the model deliv-
ers exact information about the outer margins, i.e. the number-density of the fine and
the extreme coarse fraction which is currently not reproduced by model and forward
operator in the selected case study.

As many ACL devices are operating a proprietary firmware, the manufacturers have
to be sensitized to data quality and reproducible measurement calibration. Therefore,
it is required that calibration is performed automatically and transparent. In future
lidar measurement networks, the number of HSRL systems and Raman lidar systems
could potentially increase and allow for the assimilation of extinction coefficient and
backscatter coefficient directly. But also for present automated lidar systems, activ-
ities are ongoing to collect, homogenize, and distribute observations in an interna-
tional framework. Observation projects such as EARLINET (Pappalardo et al., 2014)
and EUMETNET Profiling Programme (E-PROFILE) also focus on data quality improve-
ments to meet the requirements of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). In the spirit
of these international activities, the creation of a central database for aerosol scattering
properties and forward operators would be desirable. Such databases could help to
increase the development rate, flexibility and applicability of current and future lidar
forward operator implementations. The backscatter lidar forward operator approach
presented here is the basis for other, more sophisticated operators and probably the
best for backscatter lidar. The methodology and analysis applied in this work will be
helpful for stepwise improving our knowledge in how to deal with the the impor-
tant task of aerosol monitoring, modeling, and data assimilation in the future. The
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uncertainties in both modeling and measurements will require sophisticated data as-
similation algorithms not only for typical atmospheric variables but also for aerosol
optical properties. Also a very good first guess of model simulations with respect to
aerosol particles will be necessary to include more sources, types, and sinks in the
model data. DWD aims to test the assimilation of ACL data into the COSMO-ART
model based on BaLiFOp.



a A P P E N D I X A - P R O F I L E - B A S E D C O M PA R I S O N O F A C L A N D
B A L I F O P

In the following, the full time-series of ACL measured attenuated backscatter coeffi-
cient (red line), BaLiFOp total attenuated backscatter coefficient (blue line), and BaLiFOp

molecule-only attenuated backscatter coefficient (dashed line) profiles at the ACL sta-
tion Deuselbach from 16 April 2010, 12:00 UTC to 17 April 2017, 14:45 UTC are shown
(6 plots per page). A description of the profile-based comparison is Sect. 5.4.
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Figure a.1: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 12:00 UTC to 13:15 UTC.
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Figure a.2: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 13:30 to 14:45 UTC.
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Figure a.3: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 15:00 to 16:15 UTC.
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Figure a.4: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 16:30 to 17:45 UTC.
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Figure a.5: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 18:00 to 19:15 UTC.
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Figure a.6: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 19:30 to 20:45 UTC.
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Figure a.7: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 21:00 to 22:15 UTC.
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Figure a.8: Vertical profiles from 16 April 2010, 22:30 to 23:45 UTC.
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Figure a.9: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 00:00 to 01:15 UTC.
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Figure a.10: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 01:30 to 02:45 UTC.
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Figure a.11: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 03:00 to 04:15 UTC.
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Figure a.12: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 04:30 to 05:45 UTC.
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Figure a.13: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 06:00 to 07:15 UTC.
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Figure a.14: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 07:30 to 08:45 UTC.
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Figure a.15: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 09:00 to 10:15 UTC.
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Figure a.16: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 10:30 to 11:45 UTC.
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Figure a.17: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 12:00 to 13:15 UTC.
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Figure a.18: Vertical profiles from 17 April 2010, 13:30 to 14:45 UTC.
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supplement dvd

The supplement DVD provides code used and written for performing the sensitiv-
ity studies as well as running the forward operator itself including output Data of
COSMO-ART and the relevant ACL stations.
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